
How to set up Bitflicx.net 
and Atomic wallet to create a Passive Income 

[compiled by Dale Pond (daletokes)] 

The object here is to 1) have a wallet from which you 2) Deposit/
Send cryptos to Bitflicx where your 3) money will grow rapidly 
over time with overnight compounding interest. 

These instructions assume you are new to cryptocurrency and do not have a wallet 
or any ETH (Ethereum) or BTC (Bitcoin). To get started you will need a wallet 
preferably Atomic wallet. Your wallet must have ETH or BTC in it to send to 
Bitflicx.net. From within the Atomic wallet purchase ETH or BTC by clicking the BUY 
CRYPTO button, where you purchase ETH or BTC via your debit card. Next you need 
to open a Bitflicx.net account.  

Follow the step by step instructions below or refer to the step by step illustrated 
instructions further down beginning on page 3. If you already have a wallet and 
know how to use it skip to Step 3. 

Wallet Set-up 
1.  Download Atomic wallet app - follow instructions on 

setting it up. https://atomicwallet.io/downloads 
2.   BUY the amount you wish to invest of ETH or BTC 

into Atomic wallet using your debit card as per 
instructions. 

Bitflicx.net Set-up 
3. Open account on https://www.bitflicx.net/signup.php?

ref=daletokes 
4.  In Bitflicx select a plan you will fund. Fill in the fields. 
5.  COPY the Send to Address from Bitflicx.net. 

Fund Your Bitflicx plan 
6.  In Atomic wallet click on ETH or BTC symbol in the 

wallet field. Choose SEND button. Enter amount of 
crypto to send, not dollars. Calculate conversion rates 
here: https://www.coinspeaker.com/converter/ (As there 
are unknown transaction fees involved in sending crypto you could add 
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$20-$30 to the send amount. The change will be credited to your Account 
Balance in Bitflicx.) 

7.   PASTE, in Atomic wallet, the Send to Address, copied 
from Bitflicx, #5 above, into SEND (ETH or BTC). 

8.   SEND your funding amount of ETH or BTC to Address.  
WAIT! for Bitflicx.net to process and confirm your 
Deposit. This can takes minutes or hours. 

9.   Congratulations! You just created a new income 
stream for yourself! 

10. From time to time purchase additional plans in 
Bitflicx.net the same way as above. (Your goal is to eventually 
get to multiples of their $10,000 plan. In the crypto world it takes money 
to make money.) 

NOTES: 
1 - This is not a do it once and forget process. Bitflicx’s plans recycle every 
seven days which means they end their plan in seven days which gives you 
the opportunity to either 1) withdraw your funds or 2) renew your plan or 3) 
get a different plan. 

2 - Share these instructions with your family and friends. Before sharing be 
sure to change bitflicx.net/signup.php?ref=daletokes to  
bitflicx.net/signup.php?ref=YOURUSERNAME. 
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= Step by Step Illustrated Instructions = 

1.  Download Atomic wallet app. https://
atomicwallet.io/downloads 
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2.  BUY the amount of ETH or BTC you wish to 
invest into Atomic wallet using your debit card as per 
instructions. (Your wallet must have ETH or BTC in it to send a 
Deposit to Bitflicx.net. From within the Atomic wallet purchase ETH or 
BTC by clicking the BUY CRYPTO button, which makes the purchase via 
your debit card.  WAIT! a few minutes for the transaction to process and 
confirm.) 
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3.  Open Bitflicx account on 
bitflicx.net/signup.php?ref=daletokes 
(Apply for the verification process. You will need your ID verified to later 
withdraw your investment and earnings. Yes, they have a referrer or 
sponsor feature that will credit me (daletokes) with a small commission.) 
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4.  On Bitflicx Select the plan you want. (The BASIC 
program at 2% will double your $200 investment in 35 days. Should you 
choose the $1000 program at 2.5% your $1000 investment will double in 
fewer (25?) days, the $5000 (3%) in fewer and $10000 (3.5%) plan 
rather quickly.) 
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5. Fill in the fields. Click Make Deposit button. 
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6.  COPY Send to Address from Bitflicx.net. 

That long string of numbers is the Address to which 
you will Send/Deposit from your Atomic wallet to your 
Bitflicx account. Press the Copy button to copy the 
Send to Address to your buffer. 
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7.  In your Atomic wallet click on ETH or BTC 
symbol in the wallet field. 

Choose SEND. 

(As there are unknown transaction fees involved in sending crypto you 
could add $20-$30 to the send amount. The change/difference will be 
credited to your Account Balance in Bitflicx.) 
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8.  PASTE, in Atomic wallet, the Send to Address 
(Bitflicx’s Deposit Address) into the address/domain 
line. After entering the amount you wish to Deposit to your Bitflicx plan 
press SEND button. (To convert dollars to crypto values use this site: 
https://www.coinspeaker.com/converter/) 

9.  WAIT! For Bitflicx.net to process and confirm 
your Deposit. This may take a few minutes or hours. 

10. Congratulations! You just created a new 
income stream for yourself! 

—————- 
From time to time purchase additional plans in 
Bitflicx.net the same way as above. (Your goal is to eventually 
get multiples of their $10,000 plan. In the crypto world it takes money to 
make money.) 
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